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Age Group Phase Based on Physical Development 
U4-U6 Fundamental Phase 

U4-U7 focus is to develop the love for the sport and encourage the players to have fun in both the 
training and game environments. This is the base of our game model and provides the framework for all 
AZSC players. 

AZSC Game Model provides a curriculum framework for children focusing on soccer skills tailored to 
include:  

Physical Literacy:   

 Basic motor skills 
 Emotional, personal and social development 
 Individual ball mastery 
 Cognitive development  

Training Overview: 

 Ball Mastery – exercises changing direction moves where players work alone using the ball with 
high repetition of touches 

 Physical Literacy – fun games incorporating game specific movements 
 Small-sided games for 2013, 2012 and 2011 academies – 1v1 and 3v3 games ... fun, fun, fun 
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U4-U6 - System of Play 

4v4 (no Keepers):  1-2-1 
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U7-U10 Early Development Phase 

U7-U10 begins to builds on the U3-U6 framework but now adds in more complex motor skills and ball 
mastery techniques. 

Physical Literacy:   

 More complex motor skills 
 Emotional, personal and social development 
 Individual and partner ball mastery 
 Cognitive development  

Training Overview: 

 Ball Mastery – exercises changing direction moves where players work alone and with partners using 
the ball with high repetition of touches, striking, passing/ receiving 

 Physical Literacy – fun games incorporating game specific movements 
 Small-sided games- 1 vs 1, 2 vs 2, 3 vs 3, 4 vs 4….FUN 

U7-U10 - System of Play 

7v7:  1-2-1-2-1 
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U11-U13 Development Phase 

U11-U13 begins to build relationship with other players and starts working on small groups and the 
team mentality. Using each other to accomplish a common goal. 

Physical Literacy:   

 Complex motor skills 
 Emotional, personal and social development with their teammate 
 Individual, partner and team ball mastery 
 Tactics of the game and positional understanding 

Training Overview: 

 Ball Mastery used in positional play and the techniques required for positions, dribbling, striking, 
passing, receiving  

 Physical Literacy – rondos to help positional understanding 
 Larger sided games- 4 vs 4, 5 vs 5, 9 vs 9, 11 vs 11- Still emphasizing FUN 

U11-U13 - Systems of Play 

9v9 - 1-3-1-3-1 
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11v11 - 1-4-3-3 

 

 

Your rising stars are our future stars! 
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At all age groups, 1 vs 1 is the foundation of a player’s development  

With 75% of 1v1 scenarios being twists and turns, rather than straight 1v1s with pressure in front, 1v1 
scenarios are possibly the most important and certainly the most prevalent occurrences on the field  
of play. 

1v1s do not only present themselves in the typical format of pressure in front of the ball carrier when 
running in on goal, but instead can occur all over the field, with any angle of pressure. The 1v1s are not 
always offensive in nature, as most people think. 

Offensive 1v1s are essential to the game and it would be very difficult to score without them, but a 
more common type of 1v1 is the defensive type, where a midfield or defensive player is carrying the 
ball, perhaps with the intention of not aggressively penetrating, but rather dribbling to open up a 
passing angle and move the ball to another player with a pass. 

These kinds of 1v1s, although not flashy, are extremely important and the game can be described as 
eleven 1v1s. So if we understands that the games structure is essentially a collection of 1v1 scenarios 
strung together, we can start to really understand the importance of working on these in training. 

When looking at developing Elite level players, they are typically already technically proficient so their 
coaches will work with less with them on 1v1 scenarios, and instead focus more on tactical concepts 
and/or functional technique because they already have the tools to be able to sufficiently manipulate 
the ball in different situations.   

However, when looking at players in the club environment, it is likely that no team will ever develop to 
such an extent that the coach can afford to neglect technical development to this extent.  So taking that 
as our starting block, and also factoring in the importance of dominating the 1v1 scenarios that occur so 
frequently in games, we would expect coaches to focus on this kind of technical development in their 
sessions. 

By way of an example, these are the kinds of 1v1 scenarios that a player is regularly faced with in  
a game.  

 1v1 – pressure from the front (shoulder feints & scissors etc) 
 1v1 – pressure from the side (stop starts & step overs etc) 
 1v1 – pressure from the back (shielding & holding off etc) 
 1v1 – pressure from the back/diagonal (Ronaldo Chop) 
 1v1 – pressure with momentum vs pressure with no momentum (turns vs moves) 
 1v1 – pressure in the air (variations of the above) 

Depending upon the age and ability of the players, the coach may also further look to break these 1v1 
scenarios down into ‘possession v penetration’ decision making for the players. 

For example, is the player put in a 1v1 situation that is trying to promote the use of dribbling and skill to 
beat an opponent in an attacking sense, or instead, perhaps recognize the visual cues of when a 1v1 is 
actually an opportunity to protect the ball with a defensive turn and keep the ball? 
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Game Model 
There are Four Moments of the game:  

1) Out of possession (defending) 
2) In possession (team has the ball) 
3) Positive transition (when your team wins the ball back) 
4) Negative transition (when you team loses the ball) 

Moment #1: Out of possession (defending) 

General Guidelines to be followed when defending; 

It is not enough to just have a set scheme or plan of how to defend in a game and then expect 
the players to go out and perform. The players themselves must become familiar with the 
defending principles. There is an increasing trend in football to place players into environments 
where they have to figure out everything out themselves. The theories state that if they are 
immersed in their own learning and discovery processes then they will remember them for 
longer if not always. 

While this may be true for younger players who really have no idea of the tactical concepts of 
the game, once a player hits a certain age and is now training to compete, then the coach can 
cut through this by making sure that the players are all on the same page by giving thorough 
explanations of these concepts that the players should wrestle with for the rest of their lives. 

There is absolutely no harm, and actually demonstrable benefits by talking to the players 
before each training session and bringing them up to speed with the topic for that sessions so 
they can start thinking and focusing on what it is that they should be doing, right from the start, 
rather than having to figure it out themselves and spend half the session not sure what they 
should be doing. 

The coach can start to talk to the players in the football language that coaches take for granted, 
but that players might not really understand. 

 

Pressure 

Pressure is put on the ball when the ball is lost. It is harassing and haranguing the 
opposition as soon as they receive the ball to put them off their plan and to prevent them 
from building anything meaningful or achieving an advanced area platform to work from.  

It should be an instant mentality shift from attack to defense that puts the opposition off 
their game. It should be imperative to the team that just lost the ball to put everything they 
have into winning the ball back as soon and as early as possible in order to win it closer to 
the opposition goal so that they can go to goal quickly and it will be easier for them to score 
as the distance between the ball and the goal is not great. 
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Secondly, it means that the team will be able to disrupt and prevent the buildup of the 
opposition and give themselves to organize defensively to ensure they can effectively deal 
with the threat, should it build and work its way through the thirds. 

The immediate pressure gives the rest of the team time to react. Will they drop or will they 
move up and close down receiving options? It slows down the time in which they have to 
make these decisions and provides the team with the ability to better cope with an attack 
or counter attack (delay).  

Delay 

When trying to delay an attack, the individual defenders must be careful not to dive in or 
over commit one way or another as to avoid the attacker sucking the defender in and either 
changing direction to dart past him or releasing a pass to a team mate in a better and more 
advanced position on the pitch.  

He must track, jostle and hold up the player on the ball, but must be smart enough and calm 
enough, to realize and understand that if they do what they’re typically told to do, which is 
to dive in and make a hard and aggressive tackle, then the opposition will easily get in 
behind and be in on goal. If the player is smart and calm in the moment then he will look 
around and read the visual cues.  

If he is defending from the front, he will understand that his back line and midfield might be 
high and that he needs to provide them with time to adjust and get organized. If, on the 
other hand, he is the last defender on a breakaway attack, he needs to recognize these cues 
and understand that he can see his whole team is in front of him and recognize exactly 
where on the pitch he is and how much space he has behind him etc., and hold the 
defender up until one of his team mates can make a recovery run and turn a 1v1 into a 1v2. 

Depth 

When talking about lines of pressure, depth refers to the amount of space provided behind 
these lines. For example, when the #11 engages the opposition #2 (who has the ball) the 
amount of space that the rest of the #11’s team mates give to him, behind the ball, is the 
amount of defensive depth they have provided him with. 

This depth really is a way to provide the required amount of time to react to dangerous 
situations that unfold in front of the covering player. If they have enough space in front of 
them to adequately react to and deal with a potential threat, then they have enough time 
to try to nullify this threat.  

The issue comes when the threat is really close to goal and defenders cannot drop too deep 
and provide too much defensive depth, otherwise they will end up defending in their own 
net.  
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Balance 

This is, as it suggests, making sure that the field is adequately covered when the ball is lost and 
ensures that the coverage on the field is such that all dangers are taken care of as much as is 
possible. For example, in the diagram below, the immediate danger is being dealt with by the #3 & 
#5 (pressure & cover). 

However, it might be tempting for the #4 & #2 to compact around the ball too, as denying 
penetration to goal is the most important responsibility in this situation. Instead, #4 & #2 decide to 
provide defensive ‘balance’ whereby they adopt positions that not only allow them to get to the ball 
carrier if he beats #3 & #5, but that also means he is positioned well enough to be able to engage 
players #9, #10 & #11 if the ball is switched to their areas. 

This balance means that the field is not lop sided with all the defenders gravitating towards  
the ball. 

 
Compactness 

As the opposition move the ball through the thirds, rather than individual players shooting out of 
their block to challenge like they might have done when they were pressing from the front, they 
instead form a nice tight and compact defensive block which, although can vary in configuration due 
to the teams individual formation, serves to reduce the time and space of the opposition players 
who are trying to operate in between the lines. 

The team compacts both vertically and horizontally and now covers less of the field than it would 
have done before, but now forms its block with a bias to the strong side of the field. 
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Control and Restraint  

Essentially players should only make tackles in two instances: 

1. When they have to as a last-ditch effort 
2. Or, when they know they can win the ball, and if they don’t they will not have left the team 

exposed (e.g. not diving in to a tackle where there is no cover, when delaying and holding up the 
player was the correct option). 

Counterattack 

If the team is defending While actively set up to be able to counter attack once they win the ball, 
then this will limit and inhibit the effectiveness of the oppositions attack as they will be concerned 
with the opposition players and will not commit as many players forward recklessly through fear of 
being hit on the counter.  For example,  

 Leaving the #9 high and on the half way line, even though the team is defending a corner. 
 The #7, #9 & #11 maintaining their width & depth even though the opposition are pushing 

forwards in attack might prevent the Center Backs and Full Backs from freely joining in the 
attack, instead choosing to remain connected to the opposition forward players which has 
the effect of disconnecting the front of the team from the back when attacking, reducing 
their ball circulation options. 
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Moment #2: In Possession (team has the ball) 

Goal:  Possession of the ball to unbalance the defending team using combination passing, dribbling, ball 
movement and player rotation to advance the ball up the field 

General guidelines to be followed when attacking; 

The key to having successful attacks and creating attacking minded players is to let them be creative on 
the ball. Letting players play with more freedom with enable them to do different things in the attacking 
half of the field. The worst things we can do as coaches is to coach the creativeness out of our players. 
Let players go off the dribble, make runs in behind, shoot. This will encourage our players to get the ball 
more and not be afraid to lose it.  

The five attacking principles are as follows; 

1. Penetration:  Penetration refers to getting inside and behind the defenses’ shape. Mobility is an 
offense players movement and flexibility, so its shape and direction are never predictable or 
repetitive. 

2. Support/depth:  Support from players around the ball and options for the player on the ball will 
offer a successful attack. More options for a player to have, the better the attack. 

3. Mobility:  Mobility is the ability of your players to change positions with each other in the flow 
of the game and not just stand still. Players that stand still are easy to mark, they move away 
from their defender, they are harder to mark. Mobility also create confusion for the back line 
and defenders. 

4. Width:  Width is the ability of an offense to use the entire width of the field to spread out a 
defense and enable penetration or dangerous one-on-one isolation around the field. 

5. Creativity:  Creativity or improvisation are the offense's attacking freedom. As much as the 
principles is critical, following rote attacking directions make an offense easy to oppose. 
Improvisation allows attackers to express themselves, be unpredictable and find new ways to 
forge chances. 

 

How we do achieve this? 
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1st Phase: Playing out from the back. 

1. Back line must be confident on the ball 
 This is engrained into our players at a young age  
 Encouraging players to be comfortable on the ball and not too eager to get rid of it  

too early 
 Players must have width to make the field as big as possible 

2. Goal Keeper must be good with his/her feet.  The Goal Keeper must: 

 Act as an 11th outfield player, being fully involved in the buildup. 
 Be an outlet for players under pressure. 
 Switch play from one side to the other 

GK, Center Backs, Full Backs and #6 adopt positions, based on where the pressure is, that 
allow them to play out without losing the ball. 

 

Goal Keeper must act as an outlet for his defenders and switch the ball quickly.  
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3. Use width, depth and ball movement to draw in defenders to create space in other parts  
of the field. 
 Players make the field big, pulling holes in the defensive line by occupying spaces that make 

it difficult for them to be fully marked (positional superiority). 
 Players create 2v1 scenarios (numerical superiority). 
 Players work hard to ‘dismark’ or get away from their defenders 
 The players must be technically excellent and confident on the ball 
 Penetration vs Possession (penetrate 1st if on. If not on, possess and look to go again). 

 

4. Recognize when, where and why to play the longer forward pass. 
 When Goal Keeper and Defenders are under too much pressure to possess the ball near to 

their own goal and there is a lack of receiving options, then they must play a longer ball. 
 All players must recognize visual cues of high pressure and lack of passing options. 
 Players must put themselves in good positions to receive a forward pass (width and  

forward depth). 
 Target players must compete to win longer forward pass. 

Players must recognize when there are no short passing options and that the long ball  
is inevitable.  
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5. Offensive Advancement and Unity 
 Players must then instantly push up as ball moves forward, as; 

o Helps with tight ball circulation 
o Players are now better set up to win ball back if lost. 

 Center backs using the half way line as an approximate reference point.  
 Minimal spaces between the players or the lines (if ball is lost then easier to win back). 

Players must instantly push up as the ball moves forward.  

 

2nd Phase: Penetrating the Attacking Third. 

The creation of finishing situations. Initiated when the ball is at or around the midfield line.  

1. Make the Field Big with Width & Depth 

 Maintain width (sideline to sideline) through wingers and/or full backs. 
 Forwards create depth to keep a big shape  

Maintain width through wingers and/or full backs.  
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#7, #9 & #11 (Forwards) maintain width and forward depth to give #10/#6/#8 (midfielders) 
more time and space on the ball.  

 

2. Positional Organization 

 Constant off the ball movement is required to maintain Positional Superiority.  
 Give and goes and movement to get beyond the defender. 
 Dominate close quarter situations by creating diamonds, triangles and 2v1 situations. 
 Peeling off of players in order to generate space to receive a pass (going dark). 

Constant off the ball movement, give and go and triangle shapes to create 2v1 situations.  
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3rd Phase: Creating and Finishing Chances. 

Finishing with power & accuracy 

1. Creating space through the use of creative dribbling or passing to get in good positions to 
score 

2. Technique of shot and choice of surface to use to finish with (inside, laces, outside) 

 Repetition of good technique in training 

 #10 dribbling in advanced areas, unbalancing defenders, sliding balls into the #7, #9 & #11. 

 

3. Exploit space in behind defenders 

 Quick, short ball circulation to draw defenders out of position. 
 Up, back & through (3rd Man Runs). 
 Give and gos 
 #7 & #11 receive the ball, running in behind defenders. 

Ball circulation to draw defenders out of position. Up, back & through (3rd Man Runs). #7 & 
#11 running in behind defenders. 
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4. Attack the box aggressively with large numbers 

 Large numbers in the box to finish chances.  
 Push more players closer to opposition goal. 
 Time run to box, don’t stand waiting. 
 Forwards must penetrate in to open spaces in the box. 
 Small spaces between all players so that we are already set up to defend if we lose the ball. 
 #7 & #11 to dribble inside and outside at defenders to create a defensive imbalance. 
 Aggressive Mind Set. 

Large numbers in the box & more players closer to opposition goal. Time runs to box.  

 

5. Cross or cut back to numbers in the box 

 Crosses by the winger or full back to clear first defender as a minimum. 
 Weak-side Winger attacks back post (can now lose width) with ruthless aggression. 
 Aggressive mindset (be first to ball and get it across the line at all costs). 

Cross or cut back to predefined zones (Zone 14/Front Post/Back Post). 
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Moment #3: Positive Transition (team has just won the ball back) 

Goal:  Exploit the disorganized defensive unit, to advance the ball up the field.  Can I go forward? Should 
be first look. If not, pass to keep the ball  

1) Maintain Possession. 
 Tackling, blocking & intercepting should all have the purpose of winning the ball to reload play, 

rather than just clearing the ball. 
 Immediately move the ball from the high pressure ‘recovery zone’, into areas of less pressure. 
 Passes that reduce pressure are and increase the teams time and space on the ball are; 

o To the Goal Keeper. 
o Any backwards pass. 
o A horizontal pass. 
o A switched pass or passes. 

 This time and space provides the ball carrier with the ability to read and exploit the defensive 
imbalance. 

 Counter attacks require precision and superior speed of play and often result in a quick 
turnover, ‘the faster it goes the faster it comes back’. 

 If the obvious quick counter attack is not on straight away, then the team should look to calm 
down and maintain possession through a string of non-offensive passes, to maintain the ball and 
give their own players the time to re organize offensively, re-creating their width and depth 
which has the secondary effect of taking the sting out of the oppositions efforts to regain the 
ball immediately, because it gives them the width and depth to worry 

Maintain possession by moving the ball away from the area the ball was just won in (also known 
as the recovery zone) 
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Moment #4: Negative Transition (team has just lost the ball) 

Goal: To try to recover the ball as soon as possession is lost to prevent a counter attack or offensive  
play developing. 

High pressure after losing possession. 

1) Recover Possession in less than 5 seconds. 
 5 seconds to recover possession otherwise start retreating DO NOT BE BEATEN. 
 Prevent counter attack instantly. 
 Rapid change of team attitude from offense to defense.  
 Collective responsibility of aggressively & absolutely denying the other team the opportunity to 

play. 
 Immediately pressure the ball carrier & passing outlets around the ball to take advantage of the 

unorganized state of the opposition. 
 Forwards and Midfielders move forward to help reduce the space between the lines and deny 

passing options. 
 Center Backs and Full Backs push up and compact to reduce the space, but do so un reference to 

the opposition attackers, leaving enough depth to cover a long ball. 

Press immediately after losing possession. Move forward when we lose possession. 

 

2) If the ball is not won back, then create a small and compact field to deny penetration and delay 
the counter attack. 
 Compact the team with the players balancing towards the center & strong side.  
 #9 or whoever is in that position, cuts the field in half by shaping their run, making play  

more predictable.  
 Form a solid block is formed centered around the strong side. 
 Do not allow the ball to be played centrally. Force it to go around the central block, which slows 

down the counter attack and gives the defensive team time to organize. 
 The back line should start to drop to deal with long/through/over-the-top balls. 
 Ensure that the interior structure is well defended and passing lanes and angles eliminated. 
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Create a Small Field. Compact the team. Do not allow the ball to be played centrally.  

 

Never press individually. Funnel the players into the wide channels.  Full Backs on the strong 
side win the ball or force the ball long. 

 

Show inside, block passing lanes, deny forward penetration & compact the field.  
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3) A cohesive and hard-to-beat compact central block. 

 Giving up no room in the central zones. 
 Shifts to compact around the strong side. 
 Reduce space between the lines. 
 Force the opponents to play around the block (force them wide). 

Give up no room in the central zones. No space between the lines. Force opponents to play 
around the block. Compact around the strong side. 

 

4) Prevent crosses or cut backs onto dangerous areas. 
 Players can double up to prevent delivery of dangerous balls. 
 Players must compensate defensively for any player removed from his defensive slot in order to 

double team.  
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5) Deny players time on the ball. 

 Shut down players and their passing options as they penetrate the final third. 
 Prevent them from delivering through balls. 

 

6) Dominating Goal Keeper. 

 Must come for everything and control his box. 

7) Make Strikers work for their opportunities. 

 Mark strikers 
 Physically compete 
 Mindset – get to every ball before they do. 
 Do not allow balls to bounce. 

 

 

 

Remember! 

 

Squeeze like cheese when defending (compact) 

Spread like butter in the attack (big shape) 
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How to build these into your training? Simple: RONDO 
Rondos are game-like activities that will help your player’s understanding of the Game Model more than 
any line or static drill ever could.   Rondos are simple games such as 4 vs 2, 3 vs 1, 5 vs 2 to help your 
team move the ball and make good decisions.  Below are some Rondo or game-like activities that show 
how moments of the game can be coached altogether in a holistic approach, rather than separating 
them out and working on them in isolation, to the detriment of other components.  

Rondo Example #1 

The neutral player (#6) moves in between the defenders to draw them into him, freeing up the #3 to 
make a run ‘in between the lines’ and receive a penetrating pass as the ‘Free Man’. (#6 might even take 
a ‘false touch’ to draw the defenders to him. 

 

Rondo Example #2 

In this scenario, there is a defensive block, 2 lines of two, (Blue Players), so Yellow #5 and Red #2adopt a 
wide position and play short interchanges between themselves to try to draw the defenders out of their 
block and come to pressure them. When the defenders arrive, Yellow #5 moves back into a central 
position from the second the ball leaves his foot. He is moving. He is still moving as Red #2 plays the 
return pass. This movement has created a few yards of space, but more importantly the angle to now 
pass around the Blue Defender and a 2v2 is now a 3v2, looking to hit #6 with a penetrating pass in 
between the lines (the Free Man). 
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Rondo Example #3 

This is a very similar scenario to the one above. This time, the Blue Defender has spotted Yellow #6, so 
has stayed slightly wider of him to prevent the same penetrating pass from Yellow #5 as previously. 
However, Yellow #6 has made a movement towards the ball, and the Blue Defender has followed him, 
meaning that there is now absolutely no defensive coverage of Red #3 and a penetrating through ball is 
now delivered to him. This movement is colloquially known as an ‘Up, Back & Through’ and has allowed 
Red #3 to become the ‘Free Man’ in between the lines again.  

 

Reference Points 

The ability to create qualitative, quantitative and positional superiorities can also be achieve by 
Positional Play or Juego de Posicion.  The theory is not a dogmatic one, but does dictate that a team, 
when in possession of the ball, has certain trigger points related to the position of the ball and the 
opposition.  Based upon where the ball is, the rest of the team will adopt certain positions on the 
rest of the field. 

The purpose of this is to generate fluidity and support all around the ball, but also, and most 
importantly, to try to generate the ‘Free Man’ and if possible, it is optimum to generate this 
quantitative superiority ‘in behind’ lines of defensive pressure.  


